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Dear children,

If you have thrown yourselves into the prayer for all souls, it is a sign that you must continue on the
path. May no one lose the hope of sharing the path of sacrifice so that in this way each child may
recognize that the salvation of the heart is in true surrender.

Each step that is taken must be in the Hands of the Will of God, thus your lives will be able to
recognize the signs of Mercy that He, in His Glory, will send you.

I am here among your hearts and the world to heal you from all evil, disturbance or pain. Therefore,
believe in the power of forgiveness that God has given Me as a Grace to be poured over you, My
little children.

Rejoice your lives before each test that the Whole sends you. It is necessary to mature to be able to
expand humility in the heart. Thus you will be protected from the world and, with the loving act of
prayer, you will be able to correct the indifferences of life so that it may be consecrated to the
Creator Father.

The Most High has all of you in His Kingdom, but it is necessary to forgive and to be forgiven
among yourselves as humanity, as a family and as beloved beings. This will relieve the burden of
betrayal that many hearts live, due to the prevalence of competition.

If you were in constant prayer, Heaven would see it all as settled, and if you trusted what God
dictates to your hearts, you would be spreading My Kingdom of Peace.

All My children must come to live the conversion of the heart. If you convert that which still has not
been converted, you will convert the whole world into Light and thus My Immaculate Heart will
triumph.

I love you deeply.

Do not fear, I am the Mother of Peace.

Thank you for responding to My call.

Mary, Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity


